
A comedic look at the relationship between two sisters from Canada
living abroad -– told through stand up, scenes and physical theatre

One character is phsyically onstage and the other is brought through skype.
Living and working in three separate countries, in this day in age incorporating
today’s incredible forms of communication and possibilities. The hope for

A Broad Abroad is to change the way we view theatre in our technologically
advanced world, and the way we relate to one another today.

The company was started in 2017 by sisters Emily Ferrier and Danielle Ferrier,
born in Canada now living in London and New York respectively. Living and
working in three separate countries, the two noticed some holes in
representation as well as content, and so decided to create shows that they
thought would reach more audiences internationally, incorporating today’s
incredible forms of communication and possibilities.

Danielle and Emily are both trained actors from accredited schools (Emily from
Bristol Old Vic, Danielle from The American Academy of Dramatic Arts), and
both award winning writers. Emily decided her passions were in comedy and has
since taken course at the Soho Theatre in the Young company, and has been
performing as a stand-up comedian since. This show will be a comedian’s look at
the world today, and our reliance on the internet and various social medias in our
relationships, and if that has made us closer to others or is it driving a chasm
between us. The belief is that comedy is the best way to explore this topic,
because of the comonality  shared in the fear of this topic, and a comedic
exploration between audience and performer is the best way forward.

www.emilyferrier.com/a-broad-abroad
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ten word blurb
Sensationally funny relationship of sisters living on two sides of the Atlantic.

twenty word blurb
Two sisters living on two sides of the Atlantic. Half the cast onstage, the
other half brought to you via the internet.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Sensationally funny, interdependent relationship of two sisters living on two
sides of the Atlantic. Half the cast is onstage, the other half brought to you
via the magic of the internet. What a time to be alive!

fringe web blurb
Sensationally funny and searingly honest confessional account of rising
Canadian Actor/Comedian Emily Ferrier. Originally from Canada, Emily now
finds herself in London, chasing success, happiness and a weekend without
rain. Every show her sister Dani will be skyped in live for the performance,
and tethered by the connection of a wifi signal, the two sisters will explore
the meaning in belonging, missing home, and feeling isolated in today’s ultra
connected world. Are you ever really alone when home is just a videochat
away?

author
author display

show website
company website

16:15
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C royale, Royal Society of Edinburgh, 22 George Street, EH2 2PQ, venue 6
Dates               1-27 Aug (not 14)
Time 16:15 (0hr55)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2018/a-broad-abroad
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Emily Ferrier at
Words Incite Deeds on 07490680308 / emilyaferrier@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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A comedic look at the relationship between two sisters from Canada
living abroad -– told through stand up, scenes and physical theatre

One character is phsyically onstage and the other is brought through skype.
Living and working in three separate countries, in this day in age incorporating
today’s incredible forms of communication and possibilities. The hope for

A Broad Abroad is to change the way we view theatre in our technologically
advanced world, and the way we relate to one another today.

The company was started in 2017 by sisters Emily Ferrier and Danielle Ferrier,
born in Canada now living in London and New York respectively. Living and
working in three separate countries, the two noticed some holes in
representation as well as content, and so decided to create shows that they
thought would reach more audiences internationally, incorporating today’s
incredible forms of communication and possibilities.

Danielle and Emily are both trained actors from accredited schools (Emily from
Bristol Old Vic, Danielle from The American Academy of Dramatic Arts), and
both award winning writers. Emily decided her passions were in comedy and has
since taken course at the Soho Theatre in the Young company, and has been
performing as a stand-up comedian since. This show will be a comedian’s look at
the world today, and our reliance on the internet and various social medias in our
relationships, and if that has made us closer to others or is it driving a chasm
between us. The belief is that comedy is the best way to explore this topic,
because of the comonality  shared in the fear of this topic, and a comedic
exploration between audience and performer is the best way forward.

www.emilyferrier.com/a-broad-abroad
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A comedic look at the relationship between two sisters from Canada
living abroad -– told through stand up, scenes and physical theatre

One character is phsyically onstage and the other is brought through skype.
Living and working in three separate countries, in this day in age incorporating
today’s incredible forms of communication and possibilities. The hope for A

A Broad Abroad is A comedic look at the relationship between two sisters from
Canada living abroad - told through stand up, scenes and physical theatre. One
Character is phsyically onstage and the other is brought through skype. Living
and working in three separate countries, in this day in age incorporating
today&#039;s incredible forms of communication and possibilities. The hope
for a broad abroad is to change the way we view theatre in our
technologically advanced world, and the way we relate to one another today.
The company was started in 2017 by sisters Emily and Danielle Ferrier, born in
Canada now living in London and New York respectively. Living and working
in three separate countries, the two noticed some holes in representation as
well as content, and so decided to create shows that they thought would reach
more audiences internationally, incorporating today&#039;s incredible forms
of communication and possibilities. The hope for a broad abroad is to change
the way we view theatre in our technologically advanced world, and the way
we relate to one another in this age.
Danielle and Emily are both trained actors from accredited schools (Emily from
Bristol Old Vic, Her from The American Academy of Dramatic Arts), and both
award winning writers. Emily decided her passions were in comedy and has
since taken course at the Soho Theatre in the Young company, and has been
performing as a Stand-Up comedian since. This show will be a comedians look
at the world today, and our reliance on the internet and various social medias
in our relationships, and if that has made us closer to others or is it driving a
chasm between us. The belief is that comedy is the best way to explore this
topic, because of the comonality shared in the fear of this topic, and a
comedic exploration between audience and performer is the best way
forward.
Emily has created social media platforms for the main character, and will be
posting promotional tags from the second the venue is secured. You will be
able to follow the adventures of the characters leading up through video,
pictures and even text conversations. The two also have a THIRD sister. Who is
a PR professional based in New York City, with international connections and
will be doing the PR for this performance. I will also be creating flyers and
distributing them both at the fringe and at my own comedy gigs leading up
until the show. The first preview was February 9th at the Canvas Cafe in
shoredich, the content was well received, edits are already being made and we
are preparing for more previews before the fringe to maintain interest as well
as shape the show.

word count

company originaldevelopment
A Broad Abroad is A comedic look at the relationship between two sisters from
Canada living abroad - told through stand up, scenes and physical theatre. One
Character is phsyically onstage and the other is brought through skype. Living
and working in three separate countries, in this day in age incorporating
today&#039;s incredible forms of communication and possibilities. The hope
for a broad abroad is to change the way we view theatre in our
technologically advanced world, and the way we relate to one another today.
The company was started in 2017 by sisters Emily and Danielle Ferrier, born in
Canada now living in London and New York respectively. Living and working
in three separate countries, the two noticed some holes in representation as
well as content, and so decided to create shows that they thought would reach
more audiences internationally, incorporating today&#039;s incredible forms
of communication and possibilities. The hope for a broad abroad is to change
the way we view theatre in our technologically advanced world, and the way
we relate to one another in this age.
Danielle and Emily are both trained actors from accredited schools (Emily from
Bristol Old Vic, Her from The American Academy of Dramatic Arts), and both
award winning writers. Emily decided her passions were in comedy and has
since taken course at the Soho Theatre in the Young company, and has been
performing as a Stand-Up comedian since. This show will be a comedians look
at the world today, and our reliance on the internet and various social medias
in our relationships, and if that has made us closer to others or is it driving a
chasm between us. The belief is that comedy is the best way to explore this
topic, because of the comonality shared in the fear of this topic, and a
comedic exploration between audience and performer is the best way
forward.
Emily has created social media platforms for the main character, and will be
posting promotional tags from the second the venue is secured. You will be
able to follow the adventures of the characters leading up through video,
pictures and even text conversations. The two also have a THIRD sister. Who is
a PR professional based in New York City, with international connections and
will be doing the PR for this performance. I will also be creating flyers and
distributing them both at the fringe and at my own comedy gigs leading up
until the show. The first preview was February 9th at the Canvas Cafe in
shoredich, the content was well received, edits are already being made and we
are preparing for more previews before the fringe to maintain interest as well
as shape the show.
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